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Title word cross-reference

#4396 [LH86]. #4571 [Hur83c]. #4666 [Hur83c].  
-2001 [TPWW92].

1 [BRG87, Nap00, O’N91, Rob87, Wad00].  
10/18/51 [McC83d]. 100th [Kis91]. 130th [Kis91].  
15 [Hus84]. 155 [Ano80c]. 162 [Ano83l]. 16th [Gol77]. 1835 [Van83]. 1940  
[Ano82d, CWM+91, RB85]. 1940s [PAD82]. 1944 [ML87]. 1945 [TDCKW84]. 1947  
1959 [Ano85f, Ano85i, Cli85]. 1960 [Ano85f, Aue86a]. 1960s [TPG+89, Ver90].  
[Ano82d]. 1980 [LP81, RS80a]. 1981  
[RS80a, Wal81]. 1982  

2 [Lec90, Wei85a]. 2-B [BSEW83, Wei85a]. 20th [BBH+89, CWM+91, CW91, Cha91b,  
Nor90, Tro87]. 218 [BRS+89]. 21st [MN88b]. 232 [Ano81e]. 25 [dBdVR71].  
256 [Ano80b]. 25th  
[AW82, Gal86c, Lee85, ML87, TDCKW84]. 279 [Ano80b]. 293 [Ano81e].
30 [Tro87]. 30th [O'N91]. 360 [Eva86, Pug84].
40th [MHW87]. 41 [Ano80c].
500 [Sta90]. 5000 [BBC+87, Bem87, BRG+87, BGR88, Gal87a, LK87, Oli87, Ros87].
60th [TLR+91]. 650 [Gal86d, Gla86, Hae86, HK86, Her86, Hug86, Hur86a, Knu86, PV86, SN86, Tri86]. 6600 [Tho80b].
'82 [AW82, Wil82].
9 [BFB82]. 93 [Ano80c, Ano88b].
A. [BSS84, KT80a, O'N91, RWS85, SS80, TDCKW84, VBCC83, WTE+85]. A.M. [TWCD86]. Abacus [Ano83-34, Wei89a]. ABC [Ste84]. Above [WTE+85, Ber84, Ber87]. Account [BCKS+83, Fra81]. ACE [Ano83l, AWL+88, CK81, Hus84, TA81, TWCD86, Wil80b]. achievements [Asi72, Asi82]. ACM [AWB+88, Bur81, MN88a, Mil86, O’N92, Wex93, Ano80e, Blu87, BHB+89, CK82b, O’N91]. ACM’80 [WR81]. Active [TPG+89]. Activities [Ano90, Bur81, McC83a, Noh84, Sam79, Sam80]. Activity [Ano80c, Ano83l, CK80a, CK80b, CK81]. Ada [ASS87, AFB+89, HG79, ZT86, Ban86, Moo77, Ste85a, WMS+89]. Addendum [AMTC80]. Adelle [OLCJ91]. Admiral [O’N92]. Adriaan [WZ89]. Advanced [Asp00, Big80]. Advances [Sny80]. Advent [Ata84, Ran82a]. Adventure [Ray89]. Adventures [BFB82]. Advertisement [Ran83]. Advertising [AdB86]. advisability [Mer82]. Aeronautical [CCR+91, Lub91, Vin90, Vin93]. AFCET [Hof90]. AFIPS [CK82b, Gal86c, Ano83-33, Ano83-34, Ano86b, AAA+86, Car86b, Rec86, Sam79, Sam80, War86, WHG+86, Wei91c, WSC+88]. African [CFK+91, FG90]. After [MM88]. Afterword [Bac84a, Ano82d]. Against [TMRL89]. Age [Ele81, SWT+81, WSC+88, Asl64, Ber84, Ber87, BL82, Cer89, Coh00, Jen90, Mor84, PS91, BSS84, CKSW83, CCKSS90, CW91, WTE+85]. aid [Zus82a]. Aids [Ano86p, Cra92]. Aiken [BHW+90, AA85b, Coh88, Coh00, Ran82b, WH84]. Air [EZ83, WSC+88]. Aircraft [Ano83i, RMV82, Ama83, Ano83d, Por83]. Aitken [TTG82]. Al [Zem79, CKF+91, LTC+81, LB81, SR82, Tro82b, CKSW83, SZ84, CH90]. al-Khawarizmi [CH90]. Al-Khorezmi [Zem79, CKSW83, SZ84]. al-Khwarizmi [CFK+91]. Alamos [Voo83a, Ano83n, BFB82, Mac91, MN82, Swe83, TTB+88, Voo83b]. Alan [CK84, TDCKW84, Asp80, Hod83a, Hod83b, Hod85, Hop00, Lea05, MJ84, Pet08, THW88, WTZ90]. Albers [GMT85]. Albert [Buc83]. Alexander [AW89, TTG82]. Alexanderson [GMT85]. Alfred [Add84, RB85]. Algebraic [Ata82]. Algorithmic [dBvV81a, GG92, Tro82a, Wel80, Zem83, dBvV81b]. Algorithms [Tra84, Zem79]. Alice [Ano82d]. Allies [AWL+88, WTE+85, Koz84a, Koz84b]. Allocation [Ban90, Gohl84, Sak84]. Alto [ACM00, AWB+88]. Alwin [dB86]. America [RWS85, ARE+87, Bac80, McM84, PW82, PW84b, PWA92, Rei81]. American [All91, CMF+90, Str83, Kid90b, Yat89]. AN/FSQ [AJ83]. AN/FSQ-7 [AJ83]. Analog [BS84, Tom85a, Lan00]. Analysis
Autobiographical [WCB90]. Automata [Asp90d, CFK+91]. Automated [Mac87].
Automatic [AH82, Aik82, AWL+88, Ben91, Bla80, CWM+91, DW82, Hus80a, Hus80b, Sti82a, TMRL89, Zus82a, Har46, Har85b].
Automatics [MZ88, Tor82b]. Automation [BW84, WSC+88]. Autoscripter [Cra92].
Available [Ano79c, Nut84]. Aviation [Ano83a, Str83]. Aviators [McC91]. Award [Ano81i, Ano82e, Ano83-33, BGH+91, BB91, Lee91f, Ano80e, Ano81j, O’N91]. Awarded [Ano83-35, Cer80].
Awards [Ano83-34, O’N92, RS80a, Bur81].

B [BBC+87, BSEW83, BRG+87, BHB+89, CW84, Gal87a, Mer82, RWSW85, Ros87, Wei89b, WTZ90, Bem87, LK87, Oli87, Wei85a]. B-5000 [BHB*89]. B, [CKSSW83].
B.C [CKSS90]. B.C. [Van89, Van91a, Van91b]. Babbage [All81, AFB+89, BCKS+83, BHW+90, BH88, CW91, Gu80, MN88b, SBET85, SH81, WSC+88, Ano81b, Ano82f, Bab82b, BH89a, Bro82, Bro87, BRG+87, BWV+88, BHB+89, BHW+90, BDH90, CK88, CSW90, Coh88, Dub78, Fra81, Fra84, Fra85, GCG92, HH80, HG79, Hym82a, Hym82b, Hym88, Lin87, Lin90, Mer82, Nag80, OLCJ91, Rob87, Swa91, SB01, Tee83, THWV88, TW87, Van80, Van83, VBCCS83, VW91, Wil81a, Wil91a, Wil81b, Wil87b].
Back [ARE+87, Asp90a, CW91, KK85, WS86, Wil85e]. background [Zen79]. Bakker [Tro82b, Tro82a]. Ballistic [Jul82]. Banned [Asp85a, SE86]. Banquet [BH81, SWT+81].
Bardeen [WT91a, WIR91]. Barry [CW91].
based [Sc04]. BASIC [KK85, WS86].
Basics [Asp90a, CW91]. Basis [CCKSS90, Mol89]. battle [Bur03]. Baum [VBCC83]. Bay [Tro83b]. BBC [CDW92].
Be [Asp85a, SE86]. Bech [Aue84]. Before [CFK+91, Mil85, Asp90b]. Began [Val85].
Begin [Ano83-34]. Beginning [CLBdB89, Lay89]. Beginnings [Amo90, Luk90, WR81]. Begins [Ano83-33].
Beika [SS80]. being [Fut07].
Bell [BSEW83, Alt82, And82, Ano82a, Ano86w, Ber84, Ber87, Ran82d]. Below [TTB+88].
Beniger [AWB+88]. Bennett [CWM+91].
Berkeley [Wei88a]. Bernstein [WTE+85].
Berry [Gus80, Ber86]. Bertram [WTZ90].
BESM [BC90]. Best [Fut73, PW82, PW84b, PWA92].
best-run [PW82, PW84b, PWA92]. Bethesda [Blu87]. Bettis [Bri79]. Between [Ban80, Sch85]. Beyond [Cer89, CCKSS90, WP90, WP00, WSC+88].
Bibliography [Asp87, Lee84a, Ran82e, Ran82f, Ran79, Ran80b, Zus80a].
Bicentenary [CFK+91, FG90]. Bijker [CCKSS90]. BINAC [Spr80, Ste79].
Binary [Joh83, Phi82].
Biographical [BCKS+83, RWSW85, As164, As172, As182, BC83, BWC83b, BC83c, CK85].
Biographies [AS82, Mil85, Ula82, Wei82, Wei88a, Wei88b, Wei88c, Wei88d, WZ89, Wei89a, WK89, Wei89b, WTZ90, WG90, WCB90, WT91a, Wei91c, WIR91, Wei91b, WWCP92, BHW+90]. biography [CFK+91, Smi10].
Birth [Kis81, Lec90, Str85, SS80, Tak72, TC79].
Birthday [WV91, TLR+91].
Bit [Aug84, CWM+91, TTB+88, ZT86, Gro91b, ZT86, TB84].
Bits [BBB59, Luk79, BCKS+83].

BKVAC [AMTC80]. Blaise [MK89b]. Blaise-Pascal [MK89b]. Bleakley [CKSW83]. Bletchley [Sal00, Cop05, Goo79, Goo80].
BNAC [AMTC80]. BNF [BHW+90].
Bob [O’N92]. Böblingen [O’N92].
Boeing [Por83]. Bombe [CFK+91, DK90].
Bomb sights [CCKSS90, Sea89].
Bones [Wil83].

Book [BRS+89, Hawxx, CCR+91, Cer91a, OLCJ91, CCKSS90].

Books [CCKSS90]. Boole [TSD+87, Mac83].

Boolean [MM80]. Born [MK89a].

Boschan
Celestial [Noh84, OLCJ91, MHW87, SZ84]. Celestial
[MM97]. Center
[Cur89b, WSC+88, OLCJ91]. Centers
[BSEW83]. Central [Bau80, Zen80].
Centre [dBvV81b, Ano79c, vdPWB82].
Century [AAA+86, ARE+87, AFB+89, CWM+91, CW91, MN88b, CWM+91, CW91, MN88b, Rec86, WHG+86, WS86, BWC83c, Gol77, Her88, Her95, McM84, MHR85, WL85, Cha91b, LTC+81, LB81, MHR80, Nor90, SR82].
Ceruzzi [TDCKW84, CCKSS90].
Chairman [Jon85].
Chairs [CK82b]. challenge
[FM83, FM84a, Sei00]. Change
[CLBdB89, CMF+90, CF89, Per87].
changed [Bur03]. changer [Bur06].
Changes [SG85]. Changing
[CMF+90, CF89, Nat88]. Chapter [Mil86].
character [Wil91b].
[Ano82f, BHW+90, CWM+91, CW91, HG79, MN88b, VBCC83, All91, BH89a, Bro82, BH88, Ck88, DMB87, GG92, Glo80, HI80, Hym82a, Hym82b, Hym88, Lin87, Lin90, SHH81, Swa91, SB01, Tee83, Van80, WIR91, Wil81b, WSC+88].
Charlesworth
[CWM+91].
Charlotte [WC90]. Charney
[Phi81].
Chat [Ano82d]. Checking
[McC83d].
Cheyenne [Ano85].
Chicago
[MM88].
Chief [Roc83b]. China
[Til83, Mai88].
Chino [RL81].
chip [Wil70].
Chips [Rei88, CLBdB89].
Chose
[Ano83m, BW88].
Christopher [CK85]. chronologically
[Asi64, Asi72, Asi82].
Chronology
[BEG+87, CCKSS90, Tim89].
Church
[CK82b]. cinquième [FM84b]. Cipher
[AWL+88, Bur81, WTE+85, Cra92, Koz84a, Koz84b, Sal00].
CIPS [Wil82].
Circuit
[PAD82, Eis89, CW91].
CIS [WK89].
Clark
[RS82]. Classes [Ano83m, BW88].
classification [Bre00]. Claude [TWA+87].
Clayton [Ano82d]. Clement
[WWCP92].
Clifford
[Mer82, Ber86].
Club
[O’N92, FL86, WMS+89].
CNRS [BMK90].
Co [WP90, WP00].
C. CFK+91].
COBOL
[Cun85a, Lee85, PCJ85, Sam85, SG85, Sch85, Str85, Wal80].
Cod [Wie83].
CODASYL
[Cun85a, Jon85, PCJ85].
Code
[Lee87c, ML87, LJWH97, WH87, Sch88].
Code-Breaking
[Lee87c, ML87].
codebreaking [Cop05].
Codes
[Ce89, SBET85, Tho79, Tho83, Wei82].
Coding
[Ano83n, Sw83, TWA+87].
Coevolution
[Cer89]. Cognitive
[AWL+88, Gar85, Gar87].
collected
[Ano88d, AWL+88].
Collection
[MHR80, All91, MHR85, Cer80].
Collections
[BEG+87, Rei91, Cor90, CCR+91].
Collectors
[O’N92, Sto82].
College
[WK89].
color [Sco94].
COLOSSUS
[Ran80a, BWV+88, Cha83, Coo83, Cop05, Flo83, Ran82],
Sal00, WG82]. come [Wil00].
Comes
[BSS84, Bri79, Mor84].
Commemoration
[BH89b, Kis91, LP81].
Comment
[BR8+89, BB82, CS85, FW85, GGB85, Kes86, Mor86, Phe82, Ran81, TS85, GMT85].
Commentaries
[Ano88d, AWL+88].
Commentary
[ABE+81].
Comments
[AMTC80, Ano79a, Ano81b, Bas83, BMC81, BSEW83, BS84, BRG+87, BFG+87, BWK88, BGR88, BWV+88, BG88, BRS+89, BHB+89, BW+90, BDH90, BC90, BDA91, BGH+91, BW91, BHM85, BB91, Cli85, Eva83a, FW85, GGB85, Gro91a, Hi91, KTW84, Lee91f, MKR82, Mil86, Mor86, Phe82, PAD82, PV86, Ran87, RA86, Rob87, RL81, RB85, RBZ82, RGB83, Spr80, SW80, TLB90, UV81, Wei85a, WMS+89, Zus80a, BRS+89, RBZ82].
Committee
[Ano85i, ML87, Mer82, Sam80, vdPWB82, Ano83-32, CK82b, MC83a, SC85, WSC+88].
Common
[CMF+90, Ki88].
Commonplace
[Kid90b].
Communication
[CMF+90, CB90, Fan88, Sha48a, Sha48b, Phi89, Yat89].
Communications
[CK87, CF89, CMF+90]. companies
[PW82, PW84b, PWA92].
Companion
[RWSW85, BWC83a, BWC83b, BWC83c].

Company
[CCR^+91, Col91, MK89a, BH89d, Ano83i].

Competition
[Ano82e, CMF^+90, CF89, Fla87, AWB^+88].

Competitiveness [OLCJ91].

Compiler
[Ano83-32, Ard86, Nut84, TTG82].

Compilers
[All84].

Complete
[For81, Fut07].

Completed
[Cer80].

Complexities
[CL05].

Components
[For83, Hus00].

Comprehensive
[dLB07].

Computability
[Pet08].

Computation
[Ano48, Ano86c, AWL^+88, Cur89b, Eck82, MN88a, WH84, Wil85b, Eck40, EMS4, Mah00, AW89, GMT85].

Computations
[BHMU85, Hurr85, Med88].

Computer
[AFI72, AB82, Ano81j, Ano82g, Asp86, AdB86, AMW^+88, AWB^+88, Asp89b, AFB^+89, ACK89, AJ83, Bae86, BMK90, Bar87, BP84, BSS84, Ben83, BMS81, Big80, Bla80, BHS89b, BSE83, BCS^+83, BRG^+87, BEG^+87, BDA91, Bur81, Bur80, BB81, CK82a, CKSW83, Cer80, CW84, Cer88, CCKSS90, CB90, CWM^+91, CW91, Chu80, CMR^+83, Cza79, EM88, Fan88, Fra81, GG82, Gro91b, Ham79, Hawxx, Hof90, Hop87, Hur80, Jul82, Lav80a, Luk90, Mac92b, Mai88, MHH87, May80, MK90a, O'N92, OD84, Ran81, Ran82k, Ran82j, Roc83a, RGB83, Ryc83, San82, Sch85, Sch90, Sej89, Smi88, Sny80, Sta90, SW80, Ste80c, Sti82b, Tom85a, TBS88, TBB90, TBLJ90, Tro80, TDCW84, Wad00, Wal79, WR81, WTE^+85, WK89, WCB90, WWCP92, WT91b, WT91c, WS86, WLCS86].

Computer
[WSC^+88, Zen79, Zus70, Zus80b, Zus82b, Zus84, Zus93, dBS86, Ano80b, Asp80, BL82, Bu62, BW91, Bu688, BB88, Bur03, Bur00, Bur06, Cer83, Cer89, Cer00, Coh00, Dor87a, FM83, FM84a, Fla87, Fla88, Har81, Hus80, Hym82a, Hym82b, IEE89, Jen90, Lan00, Lea05, Lev84, Lev85, Luk79, Mac92a, Mac99, McCo1, MM82, Mol88, Mor84, OLCJ91, PS91, Phe80, Pyl70, PB89, RM76, RaJ76, RR92, RS80b, RR83, RRH00, Slu84, Slu96, Smi10, SA88, Snel11, Sun00, SB01, Tom87, TWPP91, WL85, Wil85a, Ano83-34, AWB^+88, AW89, Asp00, BW^+88, CW91, GM85, Gus00, Hus80a, Hus80b, PAD82, Ros89, TBGE89, WLC86].

Computer-Related [Ste80c].

Computers
[And82, Ano80c, ARE^+87, ASS87, Ber86, Boo80, BS84, BRG^+87, Bur80, Cer81, CLBd89, CCKSS90, CB90, CWM^+91, Cer91b, Cha91a, Cha91b, Goo79, Goo80, HHE82, Hur81, Lee87c, Mar80, ML87, McC91, McP84, MK90c, Nij88, Per87, Raj80, Ran82a, Ran79, Ran80b, Ran82l, Ran82m, Rei88, RBZ82, SE86, Sti80, SS80, Svo80, Tak86, Tak72, Tak80, Tim89, Tim85b, Tom87, TDD88, WMS^+89, Wil70, WKS82, Wil85c, Zus82a, Asp90b, Aug84, BBS86, CKW85, Cop05, Hop00, Lav80b, Lav80c, Nap00, OLCJ91, Ok00, Pet00, RH01, RH02, Sco94, Ste81, Wil85e, Wil00, BSE83, BWV^+88, BC90, CFK^+91, GL81, MK82, Asp95a].

Computing
[Alt82, Amo90, Ano79d, Ano80c, Ano81k, Ano83i, Ano83x, Ano86i, Ano89c, AWB^+88, AG89, Asp89b, Asp90b, Asp90c, Ata82, Ata84, Bau80, Bem84, Bir80, Buc80b, BEG^+87, BG88, BHB^+89, BGI^+91, Bu80, Bur81, BVGN82, Car86a, CFK^+91, Cha80, Cop04, Eva76, Gra73, Gre83, Gro91a, Gru80b, HIl91, Hur86a, Lec90, LTC^+81, LB81, Lee91g, LP81, Mah88, Mar82, Mas83, McP84, MHR80, MW80, MN82, Nas90, O'N92, RS80a, Ree85, Ros80, Sam79, Sam80, Sch82, Sch81, SR82, Ste80a, Sti82a, Sue80, TTB^+88, TD90, TLR^+91, Tro87, TSD^+87, Ula80, Voo83a, Wei85b, WSC^+88, Zem80, Zus80c, vN81a, vN81b, vN88, Bur03, CWM^+91, IE89, MW72, MHR85, Pea88, Roj00, Wil85d, Wil97, Ano79b, Ano80a, Ano81a, Ano81d, Ano81c, Ano81h, Ano81j, Ano82g, Ano83-29].

Computing
[Ano84f, Ano84g, Ano85g, Ano86j, CCKSS90, CFK^+91, CW91, EM88, LTC^+81,
BWK88, BGR88, BWV⁺88, BG88, BR5⁺89, BHB⁺89, BHW⁺90, BDH90, BC90, BDA91, BGH⁺91, BW91, BB91, FW85, GGB85, Gro91a, Hlz91, KTW84, Lee91f, MKR82, Mi86, Mor86, Phe82, PAD82, PV86, RA86, Rob87, RL81, RB85, RGB83, Spr80, SW80, UV81, Wei85a, WMS⁺89, Zus80a.

Debugging [BH81, TTB⁺88, Voo83b].

Decade [LA91].

December [HEA⁺83, MM97].

Deciphered [Ano81e, Rej81].

Decisions [BHB⁺89].

Dedicated [Zem79].

Dedication [Ano83o].

Defense [Ano48, MZ88].

Design [AJ83, Bar87, BGvN82, Flo83, LK80, PAD82, Tak80, TKE90, Wil81a, CK85, Hus00, MM82].

detective [Fut73].

deterrence [Mac92b, Mac92a, Mac99].

DEUCE [Wil80b].

Deutsches [MZ88, OLCJ91, WSC⁺88].

Development [Ano83-33, AWL⁺88, Bau80, Big80, CK82a, Chu80, Cus91, ES80, Eve86, Hei91, Hur80, Kis91, KT80b, Lav80a, Luk90, Mac91, Oib80a, Slo82, Val85, Zus82b, dB86, Har81, MKW92, PB87, TDCKW84].

Developments [Ano88b, AWL⁺88, Bir80, Ma88, McC83b, MM80, San82, WTE⁺85, Wil80b, Ano80b, Har47a, Har84, Phe80].

Devices [Mau82b].

Devouring [CW91, Jen90].

diatoms [Sma46].

Dictionary [Ano83-35].

Did [Ham80].

Difference [ABF⁺89, BCKS⁺83, CW91, TBGE89, TW87, Lin87, Lin90, Ssw81, SB01, BRG⁺87, Coh88, Fra81, Rob87].

Differential [LS83, MRFS87].

Diffusion [Asp86, AWL⁺88, CW91, MK90b, RvN85, PB87, RUvN47].

Digest [Mi85].

Digital [AB82, Ano48, Ano80c, AWL⁺88, Ata84, Bar87, Bau80, BMCS81, Bha80, CCKSS90, Gre91, Gru80b, Har47b, Har51, Har5a, Mar80, MHS82, Ran79, Ran80b, Ran82k, Ran821, SW80, Ste80a, TC91, TDCKW84, WR81, WK82, CK8W5, Cer83, Hop00, Smi10, All91, Ano81j, Ano81k, Ano82g, Bur81, Cer80, O’N91, RH88, RH90].

Dijkstra [TLR⁺91].

dimension [MM82].

Directions [BHP87, CCKSS90, Gre81].

Director [Ano83-34, Ano81j, Ano83-33].

discoverers [Nat88, CLBdB89].

Discovery [Dor84].

Discussion [ABE⁺83, Asp89a, BBC⁺87, BGR88, BGvN82, HOAS84, TBB⁺83, TWPP91].

Disk [TBGE89].

District [Pet83].

Dits [BCKS⁺83, Luk79].

Dively [Wei89a].

do’Cagne [ARE⁺87].

Documentation [Lee91g].

DODCI [WD85].

Does [BHW⁺90, Ros84b].

Donald [CFK⁺91].

donates [All91].

Doran [AWL⁺88].

Dorman [AFB⁺89].

Dorothy [ZT86].

Douglas [Ano83i, Bak83, Med88, Sch83].

dov [An85].

downlink [Sco94].

Dr. [Mer82, dBV81b].

[Dr.][TABL90].

Draft [vN82].

DraTng [SW80].

drastic [Wil91b].

Dream [CDW92, PS91].

Drum [HK86, Tri86].

DSDSP [Jon89].

Dual [Ano83a].

Dubbey [HG79].

Dudley [THVW88].

Duncan [CCR⁺91, Smi91].

Dusen [Fut07].

Dutch [BWV⁺88].

Dvorak [WTE⁺85].

Dynamic [Sak84].

DYSTAL [Sak84].
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Dorman [AFB⁺89].

Dorothy [ZT86].

Douglas [Ano83i, Bak83, Med88, Sch83].

dov [An85].

downlink [Sco94].

Dr. [Mer82, dBV81b].

[Dr.][TABL90].

Draft [vN82].

DraTng [SW80].

drastic [Wil91b].

Dream [CDW92, PS91].

Drum [HK86, Tri86].
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